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"HANDS ACROSS THE SEA": 
THE MASONIC NETWORK, BRITISH IMPERIALISM, 

AND THE NORTH ATLANTIC WORLD 

JESSICA HARLAND-JACOBS 

ABSTRACT. From Montreal to Madras, from Barbados to Burma, the lodges of Freemasons 
dotted the landscape of the British Empire from the eighteenth century to the twentieth. To- 

gether with the British grand lodges under whose authority they met, these lodges consti- 
tuted a vast network that extended across the oceans and linked Freemasons in Britain's 
colonies to the metropole and to each other. In this article I use the fraternity to demonstrate 
how the age of empire can serve as a laboratory for studying transoceanic networks, institu- 
tions, and identities. Looking first at the broad imperial context, I demonstrate how the 

global Masonic network developed and describe its functions during the long nineteenth 

century. I then focus on the British North Atlantic as a case study of the brotherhood's role in 

connecting people on various sides of a particular ocean basin by offering practical services 
and encouraging an "imperialist" identity that helped consolidate the British Empire. Key- 
words: Atlantic studies, Freemasonry, intracultural connections, network, supranationalist 
identity. 

The Atlantic Ocean and its littorals consistently played a central role in the history 
of the British Empire. From its first colonial ventures in Ireland and the original 
American colonies, Britain used the Atlantic as a primary artery for extending its 
influence overseas. The development of the Caribbean plantation economy, the pur- 
suit of the slave trade, the growth of settlement colonies in North America, the estab- 
lishment of an informal empire in South America, and the migration of the Scots, 
Irish, Welsh, and English combined to make the Atlantic a linchpin of the empire for 
three centuries. 

Taking the Atlantic Ocean as a unit of analysis, scholars have begun to examine 
the movements of people, the networks, and the cultural exchanges that character- 
ized this vast, transnational basin system. To use Donald Meinig's phrase, they have 
started to chart the "new human geographies" that emerged in the Atlantic world as 
a result of Europe's imperial ventures in the region (1986, 4). Innovative studies of 
the Atlantic world have focused on the sugar nexus between planters and slaves in 
the colonies and bankers, entrepreneurs, and consumers in the metropole (Mintz 
1985), the contours of the Atlantic economy (Sacks 1991; Hancock 1995), cultural 
flows and the transformation of the early American landscape (Bailyn and Morgan 
1991), and transatlantic migration (Nugent 1992). Perhaps the most significant 
strides in the field of Atlantic studies have come from those studying the history and 
culture of the black diaspora (Gilroy 1993; Gerzina 1995). By shifting their geo- 
graphical framework to focus on the ocean, these studies emphasize the networks, 
exchanges, and webs that were so crucial in the development of the modern world. 

Vo Ms. HARLAND-JACOBS is a doctoral candidate in history at Duke University, Durham, North 
Carolina 27708-0404. 
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This burgeoning field of Atlantic studies may be placed within the broader histo- 
riographical context of "world networks history: 'world' to suggest its trans-oceanic 
reach, 'networks' to highlight its emphasis on patterned interactions, and 'history' to 
underline a concern with the formation and transformation of these socio-spatial 
interactions over time" (Wigen 1995, 6). Those concerned with the historical devel- 
opment of global networks have demonstrated, for example, the fundamental inter- 
connectedness of the Indian Ocean region in the early modern period and the 
crucial role of exchange networks prior to 1750. Similarly, historians of the twentieth 
century, particularly those studying global history since 1945, have taken into ac- 
count the networks and linkages resulting from the "factors of globalization," such 
as an increasingly interconnected world economy, migration, and advancements in 
technology and communication (Mazlish 1998). 

Although this work on the Atlantic and global networks represents a significant 
theoretical and methodological achievement (one to which I am highly indebted), I 
would argue that scholars in these fields are guilty of chronological as well as geo- 
graphical neglect. Investigators in both groups have focused their efforts on either 
the early modern period or the twentieth century, leaving "the long nineteenth cen- 
tury"-the period between the 177os and World War I-relatively unexplored as a 
global network or from an Atlanticist perspective. In addition to this chronological 
oversight, students of the Atlantic have concentrated almost exclusively on what one 
might call the "central Atlantic"-Britain, France, the United States, and the Carib- 
bean. The southern Atlantic and the North Atlantic are consistently excluded from 
view. 

Scholars' neglect of the global networks, institutions, and identities of the long 
nineteenth century stems, I suggest, from the fact that their spatial and chronologi- 
cal frameworks have been straight jacketed by the primary organizing unit of the 
modern political world, the nation-state. The discipline of history itself is organ- 
ized on the basis of nation-states. Identifying the roots and expressions of national- 
ism increasingly preoccupies historians and their scholarship. These imperatives 
make it difficult to imagine a world in which national identities were in their forma- 
tive stages and often only tentatively held (during the eighteenth century) and hard 
to account for the existence of global institutions and what I call "supranational 
identities" once nation-states became the norm (during the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries). The result has been an incomplete, fragmented context that 

posits national borders and natural features, such as oceans, as barriers to exchange 
and thereby obscures the fundamental interconnectedness of the world in these pe- 
riods. 

Such a state of affairs is perplexing, given that the long nineteenth century saw 
the unparalleled growth and culmination of the most extensive empires in world 
history, empires that were both international and interconnective. The empires of 
this period were simultaneously national and global, as Britain, France, and the 
Netherlands (and later Germany, Belgium, the United States, and Japan) extended 
their polities, economies, and cultures across the world's oceans. As such, these em- 
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pires arguably became the most important connective force in modern history, the 

primary mechanism through which peoples interacted and affected one another's 
development-within, of course, the context of unequal power relations. Eight- 
eenth- and nineteenth-century imperialism fostered the development of two types 
of connections. First, it facilitated intercultural exchanges through which (some- 
times for the better but often for the worse) imperial powers came into contact with 
the non-Western societies they sought to dominate. Second, imperialism contrib- 
uted to the development of intracultural or internal connections, which served to 
link those who were invested in an empire's well-being. Such connections made an 
empire cohere. Their strength and elasticity determined an empire's geographical 
extent and longevity. The "age of empire," therefore, can readily serve as a laboratory 
for studying the global processes, including the development of transoceanic con- 
nections and networks, that ushered in the modern world and the current "age of 
globalization." 

Freemasonry was one institution that contributed to the development of these 
intracultural connections in the British Empire. By creating a global network that 
had both practical functions and ideological dimensions, Freemasonry played a 
critical role in building, consolidating, and perpetuating the empire. A look at Free- 
masonry in the context of the empire as a whole reveals the mechanisms of Freema- 
sonry's spread abroad, the global scope of its network, and the range of services it 
offered to help its members handle the rigors of life overseas. Within this broader 
imperial context, the British North Atlantic-defined here as Britain, Ireland, and 
Canada-serves as an illustrative case study for examining Freemasonry's role in 
connecting people on various sides of a particular ocean basin. Between the 186os 
and World War I, Freemasonry became, in the words of the Masonic writer J. Obed 
Smith, "the essential link" between Freemasons on the British and Canadian sides of 
the Atlantic (Smith 1916). Belonging to the fraternity not only gave members access 
to an actual network of individuals and lodges that helped those who crossed the At- 
lantic in both directions; it also carried with it membership in an ideological net- 
work, a set of emotional and mental connections that fostered what I describe as an 
"imperialist identity" among its members.' 

"A VAST CHAIN EXTENDING ROUND THE WHOLE GLOBE" 

The first of the Mason lodges that would become "a vast chain" emerged in the Brit- 
ish Isles during the seventeenth century (Freemason's Quarterly Review 1841, 357). 
The founding of the Grand Lodge of England in London in 1717 marked the brother- 
hood's formal institutionalization. The Grand Lodge of Ireland emerged around 
1725 (Figure 1); and the Grand Lodge of Scotland came into being in 1736. These 
grand lodges performed important administrative functions, such as devising and 
circulating basic statements of Masonic ideology and regulations, collecting fees and 
dues, and warranting and keeping track of lodges. Although differences in English, 
Irish, and Scottish Freemasonry did exist, the institutions were similar enough to 
warrant being subsumed under the label "British Freemasonry." 
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FIG. 1-The Grand Lodge of Ireland, Dublin, July 1995. (Photograph by the author) 
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In creating their fraternity, early Freemasons drew on both their well-rooted tra- 
ditions and the contemporary Enlightenment milieu of which they were a part. 
From earlier periods they borrowed the organizational structure, practices, and leg- 
endary history of the craft of stonemasonry. These influences were evident in the 
complex system of rituals, based on the story of the building of the Temple of Solo- 
mon and using stonemasons' tools as symbolic props, that Freemasons developed to 
convey lessons of self-improvement and fraternity. From their own era they appro- 
priated the basic tenets of Enlightenment cosmopolitanism: universal brotherhood, 
tolerance, and benevolence. Motivated by a desire to heal the wounds that had rup- 
tured their society during nearly a century of political and religious strife, Freema- 
sonry's founders opened the fraternity to men of any religion, as long as they 
proclaimed belief in the existence of a supreme being, described generically as the 
"Great Architect of the Universe." This spirit of tolerance extended to men of various 
political positions as well. To preserve harmony and create a safe space for all mem- 
bers, the rules forbade the discussion of politics and religion within the lodge. The 
result was a fraternity that claimed: "We are ... of all Nations, Tongues, Kindreds, 
and Languages, and are resolv'd against all Politicks" (Anderson 1981, 283). 

As the formal organization of Freemasonry proceeded in the British Isles during 
the early decades of the eighteenth century, Masonic lodges began to appear in the 
British Empire. In 1728 English Freemasons founded the first English lodge in the 
empire: Star of the East Lodge at Fort William in Bengal. From that point on, the 
brotherhood spread through the empire by means of three processes. First and fore- 
most, Masonic lodges in regiments of the British Army took the brotherhood to all 
parts of the empire, from the garrisons in its well-established colonies of America to 
outposts on its Asian frontiers. The development of the "traveling warrant" by the 
Grand Lodge of Ireland made Freemasonry's spread through military lodges possi- 
ble. (A warrant was a document issued by a grand lodge to indicate that it had 
granted members permission to form a lodge.) As their name suggests, traveling 
warrants accompanied their peripatetic regiments and gave them the authority to 
hold lodge meetings anywhere in the world. Up to this point lodges throughout the 
British Isles had been identified with a particular locality-a town or even a specific 
tavern. Especially innovative when it came to suiting Freemasonry to the imperial 
context, the Grand Lodge of Ireland in effect added a new dimension to British Free- 
masonry: geographical flexibility.2 

A typical example of how a military lodge operated in the eighteenth and nine- 
teenth centuries is Minden Lodge, No. 63, which officers in His Majesty's 20th Regi- 
ment of Foot established with a warrant from the Grand Lodge of Ireland in 1748. 
After traveling with its regiment throughout the British Isles and then to Germany, 
the lodge crossed the Atlantic for the first time in 1775, when it went to Quebec. It re- 
turned to the British Isles in 1783 but went back to British North America in 1789. It 
remained in Halifax, Nova Scotia, for three years and then traveled south to Santo 
Domingo and Jamaica, where the regiment helped to quell an insurrection "among 
the disaffected negroes and brigands" in 1796. During the early years of the nine- 
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teenth century the regiment was stationed in Europe, Egypt, and Malta, and it ended 
up in India in 1821. Almost twenty years later the 20th returned to the British Isles 
and once again journeyed across the Atlantic to Bermuda, where the lodge pros- 
pered. Throughout its history the activities of the lodge waned during wartime and 
flourished when military duties were least demanding. While in India, the lodge 
raised funds for the construction of a Masonic temple to provide a "rendezvous for 
their transitory Brethren in that distant region of our mighty Empire." In Bermuda 
it constructed a Masonic library. Wherever the regiment happened to be stationed, 
members of the lodge helped each other when in need. The Minden Lodge alone, 
therefore, exposed more than a dozen host communities to Freemasonry's practices, 
charity, and even buildings (Clarke 1849, 10, 21-22). 

Military lodges did more than give Freemasonry a fleeting presence in the em- 
pire's colonies; they were also responsible for the permanent establishment of the 
brotherhood in many colonies. Often when a regiment left an area civilians who 
had been affiliated with its lodge would petition a British grand lodge for a warrant 
to constitute a new lodge. Another Irish military lodge, Lodge of Social and Military 
Virtues, No. 227, was constituted in the 46th Regiment of Foot in 1752. Like the 20th 

Regiment, the 46th crisscrossed the globe, serving in America, Ireland, the Carib- 
bean, and Australia. In 1813, while the regiment was stationed in Sydney, New South 
Wales, the Lodge of Social and Military Virtues laid the groundwork for the estab- 
lishment of the first permanent lodge in that colony, Australian Social Lodge, No. 
260, warranted by the Grand Lodge of Ireland in 1820 (Coil 1961, 81; Smyth 1991, 
227). Much later, in 1846, the regiment was serving in British North America when 
the few remaining members of the lodge agreed to transfer their warrant to 
Sergeant-Major William Shepherd, an English Mason living in Montreal. There, 
Shepherd sought to establish a permanent military lodge to which both Irish and 

English Masons would belong (Parkinson 1957, 294-295). Thus the Lodge of Social 
and Military Virtues had contributed to the permanent establishment of Freema- 

sonry on two continents. 

Although military lodges were primarily responsible for Freemasonry's spread 
throughout the empire, two other mechanisms served the same function. On one 
hand, the brotherhood permeated the empire, especially the colonies of settlement, 
through emigration. Colonists who had been exposed to Freemasonry by regimen- 
tal lodges or who sought to transplant an institution that had been a part of their 
lives in the British Isles took it upon themselves to establish officially sanctioned 

lodges in their new homes. The most direct way to secure the authority to form a new 

lodge was to petition one of the British grand lodges, explain the circumstances in 
the colony, and respectfully request a warrant. In most cases the grand lodge did not 
hesitate to send the warrant for a new lodge to be established under its jurisdiction. 
On the other hand, starting in the mid-eighteenth century, the British grand lodges 
appointed provincial grand masters in the colonies wherever a strong Masonic pres- 
ence had emerged or wherever they anticipated that Freemasonry would find fertile 

ground. A provincial grand master served as the grand lodge's representative in a lo- 
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cality, much as a colonial governor represented the Crown abroad, and he had the 

power to constitute new lodges in his jurisdiction. In Upper Canada, for example, 
the provincial grand master of the Grand Lodge of England warranted twenty 
lodges between 1792 and 1799 (McLeod 1980, 24). 

The activity of military lodges, colonists, and provincial grand masters ensured 
the fraternity's diffusion through the British Empire. The initiation of each new 
member and the formation of each new lodge marked the addition of another node 
to the Masonic network. With this weblike proliferation, it did not take long for 
Freemasonry to become a salient, identifiable aspect of British imperialism. The 
historian Ronald Hyam remarked that "freemasonry was coterminous with the em- 

pire by 1815" (1993, 300). But the chronology of Freemasonry's spread overseas dem- 
onstrates that it coincided with the empire from the moment it left Britain's shores. 
Between the 173os and the 176os the brotherhood emerged throughout Britain's 
well-established Atlantic empire. Lodges appeared both in the American colonies 
(Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Georgia, South Carolina, New Hampshire, New 
York, Maryland, Rhode Island, Connecticut, North Carolina, and New Jersey) and 
in the Caribbean (notably Jamaica and Barbados). Freemasonry's spread in this pe- 
riod also reflected Britain's increased interest in far North America: Lodges were es- 
tablished in Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, Quebec, and Newfoundland. A few scattered 
lodges in Bengal, Bombay, Madras, and, later, China bespoke Britain's trading pres- 
ence in Asia. 

After the American Revolution and the subsequent establishment of independ- 
ent American grand lodges, the most concentrated area of British Freemasonry in 
the Atlantic world shifted to British North America. During the 179os the fraternity 
solidified its presence in Lower Canada and the Maritime Provinces and established 
itself in Upper Canada. Freemasonry's global advance in this period also reflected 
the empire's so-called swing to the east. In 1803, less than fifteen years after the first 
white settlers arrived in Australia, Freemasonry appeared in New South Wales; sub- 
sequent decades witnessed the brotherhood's establishment in Tasmania, New Zea- 
land, Victoria, Western Australia, and South Australia. Meanwhile, the Grand Lodge 
of England appointed a provincial grand master for South Africa in 1801. Thus the 
early nineteenth century was the period of Freemasonry's foundation in the increas- 
ingly important settlement colonies of British North America, Australia, New Zea- 
land, and the Cape. 

During the mid- and late nineteenth century British lodges took root in the 
nonsettlement colonies of the ever-expanding empire. Their presence both revealed 
and contributed to growing British hegemony throughout the world. Metropolitan 
Masonic authorities solidified British Freemasonry in Asia by appointing provincial 
grand masters for Sumatra, Ceylon, and China. Lodges appeared in the Punjab in 
the 183os. Between the late 184os and the 186os Masonic lodges begin to emerge in the 
Middle East: in Turkey, Aden, and Egypt. Finally, starting in the 187os, metropolitan 
officials responded to Freemasonry's increasing presence in Africa by setting up dis- 
trict grand lodges in Natal, Transvaal, Egypt, the Sudan, and, eventually, Nigeria and 
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East Africa. By the 188os the grand master of the Grand Lodge of Scotland proudly 
boasted that British Freemasons had "been able to carry our Order into all parts of 
the world." "Wherever our flag has gone," he claimed, "we are able to say there Ma- 
sonry has gone, and we have been able to found lodges for those who have left our 
shores to found fresh empires" (Grand Lodge of Scotland 1888, 157). 

What accounts for Freemasonry's impressive geographical distribution? The 
vastness and unfamiliarity of the imperial landscape necessitated the development 
of assistance networks among soldiers, traders, emigrants, and imperial servants. 
With more than 1,200 lodges in operation worldwide by the 188os, British Freema- 
sonry readily filled this need for its members. Brethren in good standing could call 
on the Masonic network wherever they happened to be in the empire. In the words 
of the Reverend John Halford, membership in the brotherhood gave men "a claim 
on the help and sympathy of Freemasons in all parts of the world." In lodges, he con- 
tinued, "we have a right not only to a friendly greeting, but to a brotherly welcome 
and such assistance as our circumstances require and justify" (1872). 

Specifically, the Masonic network functioned to fulfill the emotional, spiritual, 
intellectual, social, and material needs of members. The brotherhood took care of a 
member's emotional well-being by comforting men who found themselves in to- 
tally unfamiliar surroundings. The repetition of rituals is a comforting practice in 
and of itself; and the fact that these rituals were imported from the British Isles (even 
though they were at times adapted to local circumstances) gave Britons who moved 
in the empire a sense of connection to home and helped them keep their memories 
of Old England, Ireland, or Scotland alive. As one Masonic orator put it: "When the 
few Englishmen in a distant colony get their warrant for a new lodge, do they ever 
meet without some thought of the old English lodge? The sound of the Master's 
gavel and the old familiar ritual takes them back many thousands of miles, and they 
rejoice to do something which strengthens the tie which binds them to the land of 
their fathers" (Brownrigg 1885, 579). Arguably, the comfort of Masonic and other 

types of ritual was especially important to men whose occupations were inherently 
imperial-soldiers, merchants, and colonial servants, who regularly moved from 
one side of the world to the other. Likewise, colonists-who moved less often but ex- 

perienced permanent dislocation-would also have been comforted by the familiar- 

ity of Masonic rituals. 

Freemasonry afforded men opportunities to nurture their spirituality, as well. 

Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Freemasonry was not a religion in and of itself, 
but it was a fundamentally religious institution-it depended on religion and en- 

couraged religion. Nineteenth-century Freemasons consistently described their in- 
stitution as "the handmaid of Religion," by which they meant that the brotherhood's 
essential function was to serve and assist religion. Like a religion, Freemasonry 
offered a particular ethical system to guide its members' behavior. The fraternity also 
offered the accoutrements of religion: symbolism, rituals, vestments, rites, sermons, 
and the celebration of feast days. Freemasonry's contribution to the spiritual needs 
of its members was especially critical on the empire's frontiers, where evangelical 
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missionaries had yet to plant churches and where a Masonic lodge was sometimes 
the only religious space available. 

Among the most salient characteristics of Masonic ideology was its goal of 
bringing together men of various religions, a function that helped lodges draw 
members from sects and denominations. One nineteenth-century commentator 
observed that Freemasonry's "portals are thrown open to the followers of every 
creed and sect, so long as they... profess their belief in One Great God, a Common 
Father, and a faith in the immortality of the soul" (Ramsay 1878, 152). Having ac- 
knowledged the existence of the "Great Architect of the Universe" (be it God, Allah, 
or Yahweh), the brethren came together to learn how to pattern their lives on the 
principles espoused by Freemasonry, not to worship a particular supreme being. In 
this way, Freemasonry offered, in theory if not always in practice, an ecumenical re- 
ligious experience that found widespread currency in the multicultural context of 
the British Empire. 

Finally, the brotherhood gave a member the opportunity to sate his curiosity and 
hone his intellect. With its claims of descent from glorious civilizations of the past, 
Freemasonry exposed brethren-many of whom had only the rudiments of an edu- 
cation-to ancient languages, texts, and mysteries. The lodge provided the setting 
for the exploration of the obscure and for the teaching of lessons through allegory 
and symbolism. Not insignificantly, participating in Masonic rituals and learning 
the various signs, passwords, and handgrips demanded that a brother learn to exer- 
cise and develop his skills of memorization. According to the historian of Minden 
Lodge, writing in the mid-nineteenth century, "None but those who have sojourned 
in the isolated scenes amid which it is the soldier's lot to be stationed in that distant 
land, where there is nought to redeem the monotony of an every day existence, 
nought to satisfy the yearnings of the mind after the knowledge which befits man as 
an intellectual being, [n]one but they can tell how grateful is the freshness and 
beauty of Freemasonry" (Clarke 1849, 29). 

The fraternity spoke to the emotional, spiritual, and intellectual lives of its mem- 
bers, but its success was most likely ensured by its attention to their social needs. The 
Masonic lodge provided its members with a convivial atmosphere, a place where 
men could relax, establish friendships, and share food and drink. According to the 
Masonic historian John Hamill, "As a fellowship or brotherhood the social side of 
Freemasonry is almost as important as the principles and tenets which are taught in 
the formalized setting of the meeting" (1986,80-81). A report in the BengalHerald in 
1840 demonstrates this function of the network. In that year English Masonic 
authorities summoned a meeting of the Provincial Grand Lodge of Bengal to receive 
the provincial grand master of Western India, Dr. Burnes. Once the lodge meeting 
concluded, between fifty and sixty brethren adjourned to the "refreshment table," 
where they partook of "a splendid dinner of Spence's best" and enjoyed speeches, 
toasts, and singing. According to the newspaper report, "the flow of wine and flow of 
soul did not cease to enliven the convivial party till a late hour" (quoted in Freema- 
son's Quarterly Review 1840, 536). 
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Freemasonry offered its members familiarity, spirituality, and fellowship-albeit 
within the context of an explicitly and exclusively masculine space. At no point in the 
institution's history were women included in lodge meetings, although occasionally 
they joined their husbands at annual social events during the nineteenth century. 
The Masonic lodge therefore served as a place for men to nurture their bonds with 
other men. Meeting on a regular basis, brothers grew to be close companions. This 
benefit was especially important for bachelors who circulated in the empire and 
consequently had few opportunities to experience emotional attachments in other 
aspects of their lives. For the Freemason who did have a family, membership in the 
brotherhood offered a sense of security. Knowing that a group of brothers would 
willingly help him out if he fell on hard times and would look after his family if he 
were to die, the Freemason could maintain his respectability at all times.3 

Beyond fulfilling such abstract needs, the brotherhood also provided very prac- 
tical services. Preferment and patronage are inherently difficult to prove, but mem- 
bership in the brotherhood did help Masons make contacts and find employment. 
Watching out for a brother was part of a Mason's duty, and the rules specifically com- 
manded members to assist and employ brethren in need. In directing a Mason on 
how to behave toward fellow members, the charges commanded that "if he is in want 
you must relieve him if you can, or else direct him how he may be relieved. You must 
employ him some days or else recommend him to be employed" (Anderson 1981, 
283). 

In addition to helping brethren find work, Freemasons gave material aid to those 
in need. Mutual assistance involved both one-time grants to individuals who were 
having trouble making ends meet and the construction and operation of impressive 
charitable institutions, such as the Royal Masonic Institution for Girls, established by 
the Grand Lodge of England in 1788 to look after and educate daughters of indigent 
brethren. Although Masonic benevolence during the nineteenth century was di- 
rected primarily toward the needs of members, the fraternity did make substantial 
contributions to external charities as well. Between 1825 and 1900, the Grand Lodge of 

England made donations totaling approximately us$ioo,ooo to assist non-Masons 
who suffered from natural disasters, famines, fires, and wars (Masonic Yearbook 1935). 

In sum, Freemasonry found fertile ground in the British Empire because be- 
longing to the fraternity conferred privileged access to a global network that helped 
men adjust to strange surroundings, find fellowship in new environments, and se- 
cure employment and assistance when in need. By making life easier for those who 
directed, defended, and lived in the empire, Freemasonry lubricated the wheels of 

imperialism. Both the network's practical functions and its ideological dimension 
contributed to the development of intracultural connections throughout the em- 

pire, but especially in the North Atlantic Basin between the i86os and World War I. 

CONSOLIDATING THE ATLANTIC EMPIRE 

One of the most well-established and important aspects of the global Masonic net- 
work during the long nineteenth centurywas its North Atlantic segment. This circuit 
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had originally developed during the first part of the eighteenth century, as military 
lodges and colonists introduced Freemasonrythroughout the colonies alongAmeri- 
ca's Atlantic Seaboard. Although Masonic independence followed the achievement 
of political independence in the 177os for Freemasons in the thirteen rebellious colo- 
nies, loyalists and future settlers in British North America (later Canada) found their 
transatlantic connections strengthened during the nineteenth century by institu- 
tions like Freemasonry. 

In the case of Canada, most historians have ignored or dismissed Freemasonry 
and other forces that spanned the Atlantic, particularly after the 186os. According to 
Philip Buckner, "Canadian historians have locked themselves into a teleological 
framework which is obsessed with the evolution of Canadian autonomy and the 
construction of Canadian national identity and thus downplayed the significance of 
the imperial experience in shaping the identity of nineteenth-century British Cana- 
dians" (1983, 3-4). Yet the history of Freemasonry demonstrates that the British Em- 
pire continued to have relevance and that the idea of an "Atlantic world" maintained 
its meaning in the lives and identities of British North Americans well beyond the 
186os. Freemasonry served as a connective force that bridged the Atlantic by assist- 
ing emigration to Canada, providing a network of metropolitan lodges established 
specifically for Canadians visiting Britain, and fostering imperialist sentiment 
among its members. In so doing, Freemasonry helped ensure Canadians' loyalty and 
commitment-ideological, economic, and military-to the British Empire. 

During the second half of the nineteenth century Freemasons on both sides of 
the Atlantic cooperated in facilitating emigration from the British Isles to Canada. 
This project involved all levels of the Masonic network, from individual members to 
grand lodges. Masonic efforts ranged from assistance offered on the basis of individ- 
ual cases to the adoption of broad emigration schemes. In most cases they focused 
on two groups in particular: the widows and children of deceased Masons. 

The Palmer family serves as an example of how the Masonic network facilitated 
the transatlantic emigration of individuals. On 27 July 1878 Edmund Thomas Pal- 
mer, a resident medical officer in Dublin, Ireland, died suddenly, leaving behind a 
penniless wife and three children. Palmer had been a member of lodges in Dublin 
and in Saint John, New Brunswick, and upon his death his brethren on both sides of 
the Atlantic rallied to help his widow and "three orphan children" (Wilkinson 
1878b). Freemasons in Ireland and Canada raised money for the family's passage to 
Bermuda, which was Fredericka Palmer's "native place" and the site of her marriage 
to Edmund (Wilkinson 1878a). The Palmers' voyage took them from Dublin to Hali- 
fax, where local Freemasons looked after them during a short stopover, and then 
south to Bermuda. Concluding that the Freemasons had saved the Palmers from the 
poorhouse, the principal sponsor of the drive remarked: "It is truly a happy thing to 
find that Freemasonry is not only universal, but that it is a practical system-a great 
reality-and not a matter of mere sentiment and words" (Wilkinson 1878b). 

In addition to assisting individual families on a case-by-case basis, British Free- 
masons were by this point thinking about more grandiose emigration schemes. In 
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the late 186os Masonic officials in England and Howard Holbrook, a prominent Ma- 
son and member of the provincial legislature in British Columbia, opened discus- 
sions on a new emigration program. The Grand Lodge of England proposed to 
organize and finance the emigration of female children from the Royal Masonic In- 
stitution for Girls to British Columbia. Masonic officials in London were motivated 
by both the need to create additional space in the institution and the thinking of the 
day, which viewed female migration to the colonies as a good solution to the per- 
ceived problem of surplus women in Britain. On the other side of the Atlantic, Hol- 
brook enthusiastically approved of the idea, informing the grand lodge that he 
would discuss the matter with the highest-ranking Masonic authorities in British 
Columbia and assuring metropolitan officials that together they could overcome 
any difficulties. He described the settlement scheme as a "means of rendering a boon 
to the colony of having introduced good religious girls well brought up and edu- 
cated" (Holbrook 1869). 

The efforts of the English Grand Lodge to send girls to Canada were part of a 
wider movement to encourage migration to the colonies, and they resembled the 
emigration programs of organizations like the Colonial Land and Emigration Com- 
missioners and of individuals like Maria Rye, a leading figure in juvenile emigration 
projects (Parr 1980; Constantine 1991; Chaudhuri 1998). As colonial migration 
gained momentum with the proliferation of philanthropic emigration societies in 
the 188os, Masonic initiatives also picked up steam. At this point Freemasons on 
both sides of the Atlantic broadened their efforts to encourage the migration of men. 
In 1886, Freemasons in New Westminster, British Columbia, set up an Immigration 
Committee, headed by the Reverend Canon Cooper, bishop of New Westminster 
and grand chaplain of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. Cooper and his fellow 
committee members communicated with lodges and emigration societies in Eng- 
land and distributed to interested brethren information about emigration to British 
Columbia. They went a step farther and offered "to receive and welcome, and assist 
to the best of our ability all brethren, properly vouched for, on their arrival in New 
Westminster, and to pass them on to the care of other lodges if not intending to settle 
in our neighbourhood" (1886, 537). 

The Masonic network also serviced Britons who crossed the ocean in the other 
direction. Businessmen, tourists, soldiers, politicians, and civil servants from Can- 
ada frequently made the journey to the British Isles during this period. While in Brit- 
ain, Canadians had access to special lodges created for the purpose of offering them a 
Masonic "home away from home." Theoretically they could visit any lodge in the 
British Isles, but they were more likely to find men with similar interests and back- 

grounds in these "imperialist lodges," as I call them. And entrance to such lodges was 
not limited to colonists coming from Canada. The imperialist lodges welcomed 
brethren hailing from any colony, as well as British Freemasons who had spent their 
careers traveling around the empire and were now repatriated in Britain. 

One of the first such lodges was Empire Lodge, established in London in 1885. Its 
founders intended the lodge to be a gathering place for Masons interested in or affili- 
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ated with the colonies. The idea to set up this lodge had emerged out of the Empire 
Club, established in 1881, which sought to facilitate interaction between colonists 
and Britons whose careers had taken them into the empire. Although the club itself 
folded because of management difficulties, the lodge prospered. Within one year the 
membership had grown from 22 to 131 men, representing twenty colonies and the 
Dominion of Canada (Empire Lodge 1977). Apparently, the founding premise of the 
lodge-to strengthen "the bonds that unite the Dominions with the Mother Coun- 
try, by bringing the Brethren from Overseas into close relationship with Freemasons 
in the Metropolis of the Empire"-had widespread appeal (Brownrigg 1885, 579). 
One highlight of the lodge's activities was its commemoration of Queen Victoria's 
Diamond Jubilee in 1897, when it hosted 300 brethren from throughout the empire, 
including the premiers of five colonial governments (The Freemason 1886).4 

Empire Lodge set a precedent for the founding of several other metropolitan 
lodges devoted to similar aims. In 1885 Empress Lodge came into being for Freema- 
sons from the colonies and India who were visiting Britain (The Freemason's 
Chronicle 1895). In 1906 Anglo-Colonial Lodge was founded with the motto of 
"Hands across the Sea" (The Freemason's Chronicle 1930, 264). The most important 
of the imperialist lodges for brethren from Canada was the appropriately named 
Canada Lodge, founded in 1911. Canada Lodge was part of a subset of empire lodges 
(like Anglo-American Lodge and Anglo-Argentine Lodge) that drew their member- 
ships from men connected with a particular country, dominion, or colony. Its 
founders envisioned the lodge as "a bond of union between the Brethren of the Do- 
minion and the Brethren of the United Kingdom, in the strong hope and confidence 
that Freemasonry might... assist in the great work of forming those bonds of'indis- 
soluble attachment' which shall forever unite the component parts of the British 
Empire" (Canada Lodge 1917). 

The full significance and role of the imperialist lodges, and the transatlantic Ma- 
sonic network as a whole, became apparent with the outbreak of World War I. In 
Canada the grand lodges went to great lengths to fan the imperial spirit of Canadian 
Freemasons. They encouraged and honored the thousands of brethren who enlisted 
in the Canadian Expeditionary Force; they supported the war effort by urging mem- 
bers to invest in war bonds; and they sounded the trumpets of imperial loyalty dur- 
ing their gatherings and in their publications. As the grand master of the Grand 
Lodge of Quebec declared in 1915: "We are taking our part in the struggle as citizens 
of the Empire and as members of the loyal Fraternity which impresses upon all its 
Initiates the duty of never losing sight of the allegiance due to the sovereign of their 
native land, or of that in which they have made their home" (Evans 1915, 21). 

Meanwhile, in Britain, the imperialist lodges opened their doors to Freemasons 
among the officer corps of the Canadian Expeditionary Force. They regularly enter- 
tained and assisted Canadian Freemasons to demonstrate their appreciation for Ca- 
nadians' service to the empire, to make Canadians feel welcome in Britain, and to 
offer a distraction from the realities of war. One of many examples of such lodge 
hospitality took place in December 1914, when Canada Lodge hosted a banquet for 
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Canadian officers; one officer present commented that Canada Lodge was doing 
work equal to the Canadian Expeditionary Force "in binding together this wonder- 
ful Empire of ours through the bonds of Masonry" (Ponton 1914). The following 
year Empire Lodge hosted a banquet for 160 Canadian brethren on duty in England. 
The speeches and toasts by the English hosts reflected their feelings of respect and 
profound gratitude for what one Mason present called the "cubs" of the British lion 
(The Freemason 1915, 348). For their part, the Canadian Masons assured their hosts 
of their heightened sense of duty to and identity with the British Empire. As one 
Freemason from New Brunswick put it: "All Masons were proud of having de- 
scended directly from the Mother Grand Lodges of Britain. These were no mean 
heritages, for they created and maintained a unity of Brotherhood and Empire 
which no international upheavals could sever" (The Freemason 1915, 347). 

Brethren who belonged to imperialist lodges enjoyed all the typical benefits of 
Freemasonry: conviviality, mutual assistance, networking, and brotherhood. But 
they did so among a group of men who by definition had similar interests and expe- 
riences. The more limited nature of the membership undoubtedly facilitated their 
ability to form long-lasting, valuable relationships that spanned the oceans leading 
to Britain's colonies. Moreover, all the imperialist lodges shared the goal of strength- 
ening the bonds between the colonies and the metropole. They offered a site for im- 
perialists to congregate. They fostered imperialist sentiment. In so doing, they 
helped consolidate the British Empire. According to the Reverend J. Studholme 
Brownrigg, who spoke at the consecration of Empire Lodge: "We complete tonight 
another link in that great Masonic chain of affection, which passes round the uni- 
verse and binds together with the strongest bonds of fraternal love England and the 
colonies of the English Empire" (1885, 579). 

As these examples demonstrate, the theme of binding was prominent in Freema- 
sons' expressions and statements about their institution's role in the empire. Masons 
on both side of the Atlantic consistently used words like "bond," "link," and "ce- 
ment" to indicate that one of the primary purposes of Freemasonry was to connect 
men to each other and to the wider empire that embraced them all. Freemasons' use 
of this language reflects, I think, their strong sense of identity with the empire. 
Theirs was a supranationalist identity, one with a global component that, in my 
opinion, the term "British" just does not convey. They enjoyed, as one officer of the 
District Grand Lodge of Newfoundland described in a farewell address to Freema- 
sons who had volunteered for active service with the First Newfoundland Regiment, 
"a greater citizenship [,] ... that of an Empire more great, more glorious, more rich, 
more righteous, more far-reaching in its beneficent influence than any that the 
world has known" (The Freemason 1914, 243). 

In encouraging an imperialist identity among its members, Freemasonry was a 
discrete institutional force that consolidated British imperialism. Both practical and 

ideological, its vast network fostered the intracultural connections that held the 
British Empire together. The Masonic network not only served to connect imperial- 
ists on both sides of the Atlantic; it also extended throughout the empire-from 
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"Ko'at to Singapore," as Rudyard Kipling put it.5 With its tolerant, cosmopolitan ide- 

ology, Freemasonry was a seemingly logical site for intercultural contact and the for- 
mation of networks that included men from various cultures. To a very limited 
extent, it did so. But even as it claimed to be a cosmopolitan institution, Freema- 

sonry ended up reinforcing British hegemony. The Masonic network, it seems, 
could be global, but not universal. 

NOTES 

1. I use the term "imperialist" in the specific way in which Lord Milner used it: "When we, who 
call ourselves Imperialists, talk of the British Empire, we think of a group of states, independent of 
one another in their local affairs, but bound together for the defence of their common interests and 
the development of a common civilisation, and so bound... in a permanent organic union" (quoted 
in Gollin 1964,123). 

2. All three British grand lodges issued warrants for lodges to meet in regiments; the Grand 
Lodge of Ireland was the most active in this regard. By 1813 a total of 352 traveling warrants had circu- 
lated around the empire (Parkinson 1957, 291). 

3. On Freemasonry and masculinity, see Carnes (1989) and Clawson (1989). 
4. The premiers present at the jubilee celebration were Harry Escombe of Natal, G. H. Reid of 

New South Wales, George Turner of Victoria, Edward Braddon of Tasmania, and Richard Seddon of 
New Zealand. 

5. The quotation is from Kipling's poem "The Mother Lodge." Kipling was an active Freemason; 
see Gordon (1963). 
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